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Adam’s Day Celebration

Message
from the
CEO

Change is the law of nature and is omnipresent.
PCHS has also been metamorphosing by
constantly facing and overcoming the challenges
which come our way everyday. We understand
that the rate of both change and challenges is
not going to slow down but will speed up in the
coming next decades. Agility and adaptability
emerge out as key words to get to the point of
what the time demands-change. And we all think
that we are changing, but the question is about
to what extent? Change is effective when we
adapt effectively and reach our goals.
In order to drive effective renovation, executive
visions for change and specifically how it
helps the organization get to its purpose, must
be in full congruence with leadership and
communication styles.
At PCHS executive vision is driven Input form
staff, clients, partners and Board of Directors.
Management is and will continue to meet
and collect feedback from staff in order to
implement the required set of changes both
at operations and policy level. Similarly, the
input from clients is important and must be
implemented in a valid and rational manner.
Also, our partner organizations provide us
input and feedback from time. This not only
provides us with an insight into the sector
but also strengthens our relationship with our
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partners like Seva food bank, Laadliyan, Indus
Community Services, Wise Elephant, CASSA,
Caledon Community Services and Free for
All. We also acknowledge the feedback from
our Board of Directors for the improvement
as well as smooth functioning of PCHS. We
continuously seek the feedback obtained from
the board in the domains like HR, Finance,
Operations, Research, Communications, Peer
Support, Volunteers, IT and Governance.
I would also like to talk about a major
progressive change which is coming under
the flagship of PCHS. We are introducing
the Integrated Team model where PCHS as
an organization, will be working as a multidisciplinary team. The three core services,
Health, Settlement and Social Services will be
working in an Integrated manner. This project
will likely be completed by March 31, 2020.
I understand that every change could be
challenging for every organization. It’s
important that everyone involved approaches
organizational changes with an open mind, and
innovative yet proven methodologies to adapt to
it.
I look forward towards a better tomorrow as we
adopt and adapt to the changes as they come.

Phone: 905-677-0889, Fax: 905-677-9141
www.pchs4u.com

CASSA: 2019
Health Equity
Summit
CASSA’s health equity summit was a great
learning experience for the PCHS staff who
attended it on August 7th and 8th. Among
the 30 panelists present, it was good to see
the multiple introspective opinions, stories,
and experiences that surfaced which were of
the South Asian members and their relation
to mental health.
The 2-day event also allowed to recognize
that, as a system we have much to be
proud of, but also that it often falls short
of being the best it can be. In addition, it
was highlighted once again that vulnerable
segments of the population are not
receiving acceptable levels of attention.
Adopting a health equity lens will require
a considerable cultural change, and change
takes time. In order to adopt it we first need
to further look into the internalized racism
that is persistent among many individuals
serving these clients.
There is an evident need to develop
new partnerships and build on existing
partnerships to leverage knowledge and
experiences to successfully carry out our
plan and realize sustained change.
The second day of the CASSA event

highlighted the need to collaborate with
other minority communities of colour such
as the black community and the aboriginal
community. We share much of the same
struggles and issues, and we are stronger
together when we work together. Of
particular interest, the event planners shared
a document titled, “the colour of poverty”
highlighting the unique barriers people of
colour face when they tackle poverty in
their everyday lives. Immigration status,
employment, housing, and many aspects
pose as barriers for communities of colour
and this in turn impacts their health in
various ways. At one point, different service
providers were split into teams to discuss
specific barriers that have been observed
in our line of work. We discovered that
even the tools professionals use to diagnose
illness and disorders can be Eurocentric and
can push away or misdiagnose people of
colour. Overall, more work must be done
on a policy level to push for more inclusion,
and cultural sensitivity to insure that people
of colour access and receive health care in
an equitable way.

Punjabi Community Health Services

Sahara Concurrent Disorders Support Group

Time

What is the SAHARA Concurrent Disorders Support Group?
• Provides education and support to individuals and
their caregivers to cope with challenges relating to
mental health, addictions and complex issues in their
daily life
• Fosters a supportive environment to reduce isolation
by making new friends and learning new skills
• Free of charge
• Groups are facilitated in Punjabi and Hindi
• Accepts referrals from individuals, agency workers,
doctors and other appropriate referral sources

How to make a referral?
To join the group or to make a referral, please call:
Sandeep Gill at 905-677-0889 ext. 305
To Fax referrals:
905-677-9141 or 905-790-0802
To email referrals:
Sandeepgill@pchs4u.com

Every Saturday
12:00-2:00 pm

Location:

50 Sunny Meadow Blvd.
Unit #108
Brampton, On
L6R 1X5

For more information:
905-677-0889 Ext. 305
Contact: Sandeep Gill

HEALTHY REFRESHMENTS
AND CHILD CARE ARE
PROVIDED

We acknowledge the financial support from
Reconnect Mental Health Services and Central West CD Network
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ONTARIO SEXUAL
ASSAULT CENTRES
WHAT SEXUAL
VIOLENCE COSTS
CANADA EACH YEAR:

$4.8B

OUR
IMPACT:
TOOK
48,226
CRISIS LINE
CALLS

SUPPORTED
16,550
SURVIVORS OF
SEXUAL
VIOLENCE
PROVIDED
2,985
PREVENTION
EDUCATION EVENTS

#ONTARIOSACS
#WEBELIEVESURVIVORS
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Adam’s Day

Baldev Mutta, CEO PCHS graced the Adam’s day
celebration by presenting on issues like climate change,
genetic engineering and artificial intelligence.
Mr. Mutta in his presentation talked about the issue of
climate change and human contribution towards global
warming. Speaking on the occasion Mr. Mutta shared that
Weather records from across Canada show that every year
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since 1998—that’s 20 years ago now—has been warmer
than the 20th century average. This means that a whole
generation of Canadians has never experienced what
most of modern history considered a “normal” Canadian
climate.
He also touched on a very sensitive yet emerging
technology of genetic engineering both in flora and fauna.

Would you like to potentially help
improve services for women in Peel
region diagnosed with breast cancer?

If your treatment included breast cancer day surgery
in Peel region you may be eligible to PARTICIPATE IN
AN INTERVIEW. The purpose of this interview is to
learn about your healthcare experiences after being
diagnosed with Breast cancer.

Participants will receive a $25 gift card &
parking/transit costs are reimbursed.
To learn more about this research project, please contact
Elizabeth Mansfield at the Institute for Better Health by email
Elizabeth.Mansfield@thp.ca or by phone at 416-450-5652.
You may also contact Nafeesa Jalal by email
at contact@nafeesajalal.com
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PCHS
Seniors
Field Trip
Punjabi Community Health Service organized a trip
to Riverwood Conservancy in Mississauaga for the
Senior Group. The seniors were taken on a tour around
Riverwood Conservancy trails. The tour guides provided
history and knowledge about the park and about nature.
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The seniors were very intrigued to learn about nature and
fascinated with the vegetable garden that was planted by
volunteers in the community. The seniors packed their own
lunches and enjoyed a beautiful lunch meal outside in the
park with a nice breeze

R E SE A RCH ON EMPL OY MEN T EQ U I T Y F OR SOU T H
AS IAN IM MIGRAN T C OMM UN I T I ES I N T O RO NT O
The Council of Agencies Serving South Asians (CASSA) is
leading a community based research project on the
employment needs of South Asian immigrant communities in
Toronto. The initiative is funded by United Way Greater
Toronto. The three-year project focuses on the employment
needs, barriers and recommendations for employment equity
for South Asian immigrant communities in Toronto. The project
will develop recommendations for public policy changes and
business process improvements.

We are launching our survey!
WHAT WE NEED FROM YOU
Send the survey link to your networks
Let us attend your community/cultural event
Advertise/distribute our flyer
We can do a presentation/workshop/booth at your agency
Tell us how we can better reach your community

Complete the survey now!
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/EmploymentEquityCASSA
PARTICIPANTS GET A $10 TIM HORTONS GIFT CARD!
Questions? Contact mathura@cassa.on.ca
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PCHS at Youth
Mental Health
Forum
Youth Mental wellness community fair at Toronto City
hall on August 16, 2019. The community fair presented an
array of views about mental health and wellness services
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available in the community. The event witnessed a variety
of participants and service providers sharing their stories
about youth mental health and its importance

PCHS Seniors
trip to Niagara
Falls
Punjabi Community Health Service organize a field trip
for the senior’s to enjoy a day out in the beautiful summer
holidays. The geriatrics team arranged for the senior’s to go
to Niagara-on-the-lake and
Wellington Canal on July 12th, 2019. The geriatrics team
arranged for 9 of the seniors group to attend the event
and provided snacks and transportation to and from the
sites. The seniors enjoyed their time and company of one
another. Throughout the senior’s group, the facilitators
promotes socializing with one another and to engage more
within the community. The field trip is a great way to get

the senior out of a different environment and socialize
with the peers.
The senior groups may run every week however, the trip
provided a different scenery and enjoyment for everyone.
The entire geriatrics team, employed summer students and
volunteer put in a lot of work to make the trip possible for
the seniors and end off with a great success.
A few of pictures that were taken that day of everyone
getting together and enjoy the beautiful weather and
everyone company
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Baldev Mutta
presents at Brampton
Soccer Center
Baldev Mutta, CEO PCHS, in his brief address to the
seniors emphasised the value of planning, participation,
and legacy.
He said we the immigrant seniors do not tend to plan our
lives in Canada.
We keep ‘living’ where we came from, and we do not let
our minds focus on our social realities here.
Nor do we let our memories and imaginations populate
with Canadian lives and experiences.
Therefore, we do not take part in Canadian lives as well
and as passionately as we can, and we must.
He highlighted that seniors in Canada do not connect with
the land here; they do not interact with the indigenous
peoples, or their stories, and thus have no idea of Canadian
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roots and history.
This is very critical that we connect with the land and the
indigenous people in Canada.
Similarly, we the seniors have plenty of time and we could
better participate in politics and social movements - such
as climate change, diversity and social inclusion - to make
Canada a better place for our next generations in the
coming years. Our taking part in active politics and social
progress could lead to our better and far more meaningful
lives in Canada.
Concluding his speech, he asserted that these things will
improve our mental health, reduce our sense of isolation,
end our alienation, and we would live better quality lives.

TOGETHER
FOR BETTER
Please come by for:
CLOTHING, KIDS TOYS & HOUSEHOLD STUFF
(gently used/new)
June 13, 2019 from 4:00-7:00 pm
June 14, 2019 from 11:00-2:00 pm
@

SEVA FOOD BANK
2832 Slough St. Mississauga ON L4T 1G3

All are Welcome!

For more details:
Please contact Uzma @ 905-677-0889, uzma@pchs4u.com
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EPIC

Account ng
a social enterprise

ACCOUNTING & BOOKKEEPING SERVICES

FOR NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Financial credibility of an organization is
established when required ﬁnancial
activities are performed and tracked by
dedicated and skilled ﬁnance personnel
through customized software that are
compliant with accounting standards.
Grant analysis and year-end ﬁnancial
statements with fair presentation of
accounts provide ﬁnancial health of an
organization and enable management,
stakeholders and decision makers to
analyze data for reporting and
sustainability.
Human Endeavour can help achieve
these objectives through a range of cost
effective services and training to nonproﬁts and Seniors Active Living
Centres.

ABOUT US

Human Endeavour is a non-proﬁt
organization serving 3500+ clients from
diverse communities and age groups in
York Region & Simcoe County.
Our areas of focus are seniors wellness,
community building, settlement services,
skills training and social enterprising.

ACCOUNTING &
BOOKKEEPING
Regularbookkeeping
Year-endfinancialstatements
Supportinfinancialaudit
Supportingrantauditbythefundingagency
Grantanalysisi.e.customizedbudgetand
actualfinancialreports
Accountsreceivable/payable
Bankandcreditcardaccountsreconciliation
Payrollpreparation,sourcedeductionsfiling
Paystub,T4,T4A&RoEpreparation
Publicservicebodies'rebate

TRAINING

BasicBookkeeping
MicrosoftExcel
QuickBooks
Customizedtrainingtosuityourfinancial
managementrequirements
905.553.9291

Epic.Accounting@HumanEndeavour.org
Innovation in Health, Economic and Social Solutions

439GlenkindieAve.VaughanONL6A2A2

PCHS on

Anger Management
( Punjabi )
Interview with Baldev Mutta
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Punjabi Community Health Services

YOUTH DROP IN
Join us for:

• Art Nights
• Game Nights
• Movie Nights
• Book Club
• Discussions and
presenters

Time

Every Thursday
5:00pm-7:00 pm

Location:

50 Sunny Meadow Blvd.
Unit #108
Brampton, On
Entrance faces the parking lot

To Register:

Contact Amanpreet at
905-677-0889
or
amanpreet@pchs4u.com

Program Funded by:
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